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About This Game

Stickman Destruction 2

Stickman Destruction 2 is back!

Goal is simple: You need to do a lot of damage to the stickmans to collect as many points as possible!
With the collected points, you can unlock new vehicules and levels.

Calculate the speed and movement of your vehicle. Shoot down as many stickers as possible on your way, see for their marked
damage.In some locations there will be various items that will help you to score bigger points.

The game will appeal to those who like to watch the real physics of the stickman character and the destruction of various types
of transport and stickmans.
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FEATURES :

*10 differents vehicules to unlock (bike, mine car, the famous hot dog car, dinosaur on a bike, armored car, etc...)

*10 various levels to unlock.

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
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Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
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im having an error on startup:

OGRE EXEPTION(3:RenderingAPIException): Zero sized texture surface on texture mp_bloodsplat_2x2.dds face 0 mipmap
0. Probably, the GL driver refused to create the texture. in GLTexture:_createSurfaceList at src\OgreGLTexture.cpp (line 407)

I have no idea what it means...

Some sites said I may need to update my directx thing.. The prequel Pre-Dynastic Egypt was a neat little game with a good
balance between scripted play and free choice. Because of that good experience, I decided to purchase Egypt: Old Kingdom for
some Easter fun. Unfortunately this sequel, despite having been out for some time, isn't finished — and the game cannot be
reasonably finished either. With the experience from the prequel, I decided to choose medium difficulty but was never unable
to get even a bronze medal from the civil war trial, despite obtaining gold from all the previous trials and having a competitive
edge.

The game balance is simply not there at all, and I cannot recommend this game even though I would love to. Hopefully the
developing team fixes this. The game has been out there for a while already and has a plenty of complaints for bugs. I can live
with some, but not with ones that make the game unplayable.. I like this game. I would love to see more arcade-type and VR
remakes of the classic arcade games. The visuals are way cool. The concept of being "in" the game and being able to actually
deliver that with VR is a welcomed experience. This is well worth the $2. The experience is worth a lot more than the price..
This was a pretty good tycoon game! I really loved it! although they still need to work on some of the cool things, its pretty
good.. Its a rage quit game. You just try and try but you cannot succeed. Really bad for people who are color blind
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Cute idea, cute premise, but it's not really enough to keep me interested. 15 minutes and I'm bored. (And before you point
fingers...I LIKE typing! I'm an author!)

Pros
-I got to kind of read classic novels while typing at the same time
-I learned that I type real fast (Thanks, Obama!)

Cons
-I got to kind of read the SAME classic novels over and over
-Multiplayer is nonexistent. If you like off roading and rock crawling in 4lo and both axles locked this is a great game to kill the
off-road bug when you can't get out there for real! Adjust/change tire pressure, ride height, spring tension, tire size/tread, 4hi,
4lo, lock diffs. Choose the correct line and approach to get over obstacles. If that don't work you got a winch too!. Less than an
hour of content. One update since Sept. Too expensive.. I love this soundtrack, the songs are simple and really nice! Highly
recommended. :). This game. nono this is life. trust me ive only spent about 13 mins on this game but it was the best time of my
life this game showed how the best way to live life is. and that is to cut peoples beards and paint them, it was amazing. i highly
HIGHLY suggest letting any man woman or child with the BALLS to play this game. and find the true meaning of the beard
culture. AMEN
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